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JUSTICE WILLETT , concurring.
The Court is right that Chapter 312 extends to Baylor College of Medicine residentphysicians the same protection and benefits enjoyed by state agency employees providing services
at public hospitals. The Court is also right that Chapter 312 compels this answer “by its own
terms.”1 Because “the words of the chapter” decide this case,2 it is imprudent to look outside those
words, specifically by peeking into legislative minutiae surrounding the passage of Chapter 312’s
predecessor. As today’s case can be decided without consulting legislative history, it should be
decided without consulting legislative history.

1

__ S.W .3d at __.

2

Id. at __.

The Court says the Code Construction Act “guides our analysis”3 and permits consideration
of several extra-textual factors beyond the Legislature’s chosen language, including legislative
history. The Act, phrased in permissive language (“a court may consider”),4 indeed invites judges
to consult factors like legislative history “whether or not the statute is considered ambiguous on its
face.”5 Several of our cases, both before and after enactment of the Code Construction Act, posit
a simpler and less-manipulable principle: unambiguous text equals dispositive text.
•

“Where text is clear, text is determinative of [legislative] intent.”6

•

“If a statute is clear and unambiguous, we apply its words according to their
common meaning without resort to rules of construction or extrinsic aids.”7

•

“[O]ver-reliance on secondary materials should be avoided, particularly
where a statute’s language is clear. If the text is unambiguous, we must take
the Legislature at its word and not rummage around in legislative minutiae.”8

•

“Unless a statute is ambiguous, we must follow the clear language of the
statute. This principle has been set forth in a number of Texas cases. . . . [and]
adopted and utilized by this court many times.”9

•

“If the disputed statute is clear and unambiguous extrinsic aids and rules of
statutory construction are inappropriate . . . .”10

3

Id. at __.

4

T EX . G O V ’T C O D E § 311.023 (emphasis added).

5

Id.

6

Entergy Gulf States, Inc. v. Summers, 282 S.W .3d 433, 437 (Tex. 2009).

7

In re Estate of Nash, 220 S.W.3d 914, 917 (Tex. 2007).

8

Alex Sheshunoff Mgmt. Servs., L.P. v. Johnson, 209 S.W .3d 644, 652 n.4 (Tex. 2006).

9

RepublicBank Dallas, N.A. v. Interkal, Inc., 691 S.W .2d 605, 607 (Tex. 1985).

10

Cail v. Serv. Motors, Inc., 660 S.W .2d 814, 815 (Tex. 1983).
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•

“If the statute being construed is plain and unambiguous, there is no need to
resort to rules of construction, and it would be inappropriate to do so.”11

Faced with unequivocal language, “the judge’s inquiry is at an end.”12 Today’s holding is
firmly rooted in the statutory text—“[i]n the words of the chapter,”13 declares the Court—and our
analysis should end there; definitive ought to be determinative. Mining legislative minutiae to divine
legislative intent may be commonplace, but as we have held, relying on such materials is verboten
where the statute itself is absolutely clear.14
I suppose it is fortunate that the senate bill analysis in today’s case is consonant with Chapter
312’s text. But what about tomorrow’s case, where a shrewd snippet from a bill analysis (perhaps
unread), committee hearing (perhaps unattended), or floor debate (perhaps unheard) calls into

11

Ex parte Roloff, 510 S.W.2d 913, 915 (Tex. 1974).

12

Sheshunoff, 209 S.W .3d at 652.

13

__ S.W .3d at __.

14
Sheshunoff, 209 S.W .3d at 651–52. See also, e.g., Entergy, 282 S.W .3d at 437 (“Only when those words are
ambiguous do we ‘resort to rules of construction or extrinsic aids.’” (emphasis added) (quoting In re Estate of Nash, 220
S.W .3d at 917)).
As I noted in AIC Management v. Crews, Justice Scalia, the foremost critic of supplementing clear statutory
text with legislative history, has stated his position plainly:

As today’s opinion shows, the Court’s disposition is required by the text of the
statute. . . . That being so, it is not only (as I think) improper but also quite unnecessary to seek
repeated support in the words of a Senate Committee Report— which, as far as we know, not even the
full committee, much less the full Senate, much much less the House, and much much much less the
President who signed the bill, agreed with. Since, moreover, I have not read the entire so-called
legislative history, and have no need or desire to do so, so far as I know the statements of the Senate
Report may be contradicted elsewhere.
Accordingly, because the statute— the only sure expression of the will of Congress— says
what the Court says it says, I join in the judgment.
246 S.W.3d 640, 650 n.5 (Tex. 2008) (W illett, J., concurring in the judgment) (quoting Intel Corp. v. Advanced Micro
Devices, Inc., 542 U.S. 241, 267 (2004) (Scalia, J., concurring in the judgment)).
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question what the statute unquestionably requires? The peril in citing such background materials
even to reinforce what the statute already makes clear (“by its own terms,”15 as the Court says today)
is that it suggests the statute—the words that everyday Texans use to guide their behavior—is not
in fact controlling, but is instead vulnerable to challenge by a stray comment entombed somewhere
in the legislative record. Questions abound:
•

What if the text, unambiguous on its face, commands X but a committee
witness testifies Y?

•

What if the text, unambiguous on its face, requires X but the judge dislikes
the “consequences of [that] particular construction”?16

•

What if the text, unambiguous on its face, compels X but that outcome
clashes with what the judge considers “a just and reasonable result”?17

•

What if the text, unambiguous on its face, mandates X but the judge believes
that result subordinates the “public interest” to “private interest”?18

My view: judicial deference requires that judges read the laws that govern our lives in a manner
faithful to what those laws actually say.
That said, I accept a confined role for extra-textual aids when laws are nebulous and
susceptible to varying interpretations or when necessary to fill in gaps left (perhaps intentionally) by

15

__ S.W .3d at __.

16

T EX . G O V ’T C O D E § 311.023(5) (the “consequences of a particular construction” is another permissive factor
the Code Construction Act says courts may consider, “whether or not the statute is considered ambiguous on its face”).
17

Id. § 311.021(3) (“it is presumed” that the Legislature, in enacting a statute, intended “a just and reasonable

result”).
18

Id. § 311.021(5) (“it is presumed” that the Legislature, in enacting a statute, intended that “public interest is
favored over any private interest”).
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the Legislature. But even then, and preferably only then, we proceed “cautiously,”19 mindful that
such materials conflict as often as they converge, and that our goal is “to solve, but not to create, an
ambiguity.”20
As we have held, the “truest manifestation” of what lawmakers intended is what lawmakers
enacted—“the literal text they voted on.”21 And where the Legislature’s words yield a single
inescapable interpretation, they are not only the best evidence of intent but the exclusive evidence.
“The statute itself is what constitutes the law; it alone represents the Legislature’s singular will, and
it is perilous to equate an isolated remark or opinion with an authoritative, watertight index of the
collective wishes of 181 individual legislators, who may have 181 different motives and reasons for
voting the way they do.”22
The Legislature passes and the Governor signs bills, not bill analyses, and we are governed
by laws, not by legislative histories. So long as judges resort to external materials even when statutes
are clear, lawmakers and lobbyists will keep peppering the legislative record with their preferred
interpretation, not to inform legislators enacting statutes but to influence judges interpreting them.
And then, when litigation ensues, statutory construction devolves into statutory excavation. The legal
scavenger hunt begins, and the often-contradictory tidbits are unearthed and cited—perhaps

19

Sheshunoff, 209 S.W .3d at 652 & n.4.

20

United States v. Shreveport Grain & Elevator Co., 287 U.S. 77, 83 (1932) (quoting Hamilton v. Rathbone,
175 U.S. 414, 421 (1899)).
21

Sheshunoff, 209 S.W .3d at 651.

22

AIC Mgmt., 246 S.W .3d at 650 (W illett, J., concurring in the judgment) (citing Frank H. Easterbrook, Text,
History, and Structure in Statutory Interpretation, 17 H ARV . J.L. & P U B . P O L’Y 61, 68 (1994) (“Intent is elusive for a
natural person, fictive for a collective body.”)).
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inaccurately, selectively, or misleadingly23—in order to hoodwink earnest judges and enable willful
ones to reach a decision foreclosed by the text itself.
Supplanting (or even supplementing) the clarity of what was passed by the legislative branch
and signed by the executive branch with what an individual legislator thought, staffer wrote, witness
testified, lobbyist assured, or interest group asserted invites jurisprudential kudzu. And once it takes
hold, it threatens to choke off the surest guarantee of modest, no-favorites judging: taking the
Legislature at its word.
Materials beyond the statute matter little, actually not at all, when the statute itself decides
the case. Boiled down, my view is less prudish than prudent: since it is not necessary to look further,
it is necessary not to look further.24 Here, I would not look beyond the words of the chapter since
the answer is found “[i]n the words of the chapter.”25

_____________________________
Don R. Willett
Justice

OPINION DELIVERED: May 7, 2010

23

See Entergy, 282 S.W.3d at 473 (Willett, J., concurring).

24

Cf. VanDevender v. Woods, 222 S.W .3d 430, 432-33 (Tex. 2007) (“Judicial restraint cautions that when a
case may be decided on a non-constitutional ground, we should rest our decision on that ground and not wade into
ancillary constitutional questions. In such cases, ‘the cardinal principle of judicial restraint— if it is not necessary to
decide more, it is necessary not to decide more— counsels us to go no further.’” (footnote omitted) (quoting PDK Labs.,
Inc. v. U.S. Drug Enforcement Admin., 362 F.3d 786, 799 (D.C. Cir. 2004) (Roberts, J., concurring))).
25

__ S.W .3d at __.
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